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1. Introduction

One particular subject which has become an important focus of

interest in recent years ( especially for sociologists) is the inpact

of the interrelated processes of urbanization, economic growth and indu¬

strialization on the system of social stratification in erstwhile pre-

industrial societies.

Technology, the organizational conditions of production, and general

social structure are mutually interdependent in all societies, regardless

of their level of economic development. -And two other more specific

kinds of relationship also exist between technology and social structure.

Firstly, a given technology tend,; to require for its optimal application

particular organizational conditions of production (system of labour

recruitment, structure of remuneration and incentives, the basis, extent

and pattern of economic-role specialization, and the structure of rela¬

tionship between the worker and management and among workers). Secondly,

whatever those 'organizational conditions' happen to be for a given

technology, they, in turn, tend to influence the character of the society's

social structure.

Thus, whenever a hitherto largely pre-industrial society (with a

technology, T ) begins to develop a modern industrial sector (by adopting

a technology that is more advanced than Tq, call it T^), important changes
also begin to occur in several aspects of its social structure, one such

aspect being its system of social stratification. At the early stages

of the industrialization process, these various changing aspects of the

social structure are, for a long time, indeterminate and fluid in their

form. Perhaps this is why most of the existing literature on the new

forms of social stratification in africa'ape themselves so uncertain in

their conclusions.' ~v
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There has been a large number of publications' on the subject but

it is not necessary here to review them individually. The papers presen¬

ted at and the total proceedings of the June 1964 International African
• .,2Institute-Seminar on "Elites and Social Class in Contemporary Africa

seem to me to represent the general conceptual and theoretical orientations

and the substantive arguments of most of them very well, and will therefore

be on point of departure here.

One outstanding feature of such studies was that they prefered to

approach the analysis of the new forms of social differentiation and

social stratification in Africa via the concept, of- ' elite' rather than

that of. ' social class' , although there is no consensus whatever among

them on the question of whether the socio-economic categories which they

identified for each country cùuld be called "social classes" as the term

is understood by sociologists. As Dr. Peter Lloyd (editor of "the Procee¬

dings) himself points out, the inability of the various studies presented

and of the seminar participants "to attach a neat label" to the particular

socio-economic categories (which they, vãth great uncertainty, call

'elites' ) arises from the imprecise nature cf the concepts ('elite' and

'class') themselves as well as from'the sheer complexity and variability

For studies which cover more than one country, see Lloyd, P.C. (ed)
The Lew Elites of Tropical /ifrica (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1966)
UNESCO, "African Elites", International Soc. Science Bulletin, 8,
pp. 413-498; Allen, V.L. "The meaning of the working class in Africa",
Journal of modern African Studies, 10, no. 2, ( ), pp. 169-190;
Grundy, K.U. "The 'class struggle' in Africa: an examination of conflic¬
ting theories'", Journal of modern African Studies, 2, no.3, (Oct. 1964).
For studies of particular countries see, among, others, Smythe, H.H. and
Smythe, ivi .!•:•. The few Pigerian Elite (Stanford, Californi a : Stanford Univ.
Press, I960); Kuper, L. An African Bourgeoisie (New Haven and London:

, 1965); Porter, A.T. Creoledom (London: , 1963). Standingapart from all these is Levine, R. Dreams and Deeds: Achievement Iv.otiva-
^on ~*~n ^igeria (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1966) in which the
author examines not the implications of industrialization, etc. for the
stratification system but the way in which particular systems of stratifi¬
cation influence the role that individuals come to play in the develop¬ment process.

2
Fully reported in Lloyd, P.C., op. cit.



gof the country-by-country data which they had before them .

The closest that Lloyd and others came to admitting the existence
of social classes in Africa is lhe remark that the styles of life of

the emergent African elites are so different from those of the remainder

of the population that one might expect the development of contrasting
value-systems or personalities, owing either to the experience of first-

generation elite in their own life-time or to the results of divergent
patterns of child-rearing upon subsequent generations. The existence of

such personality differences between the elite and the masses raises problems
4of social cohesion in the new States" . But then, this prognostication

notwithstanding, the main conclusion which emerges from the Seminar is that,
for many reasons (among them the ignorance of the masses; their preception
of the division of their societies in terms of ethnicity or criteria of

descent or age, rather than in terms of income; the absence of property-
owning and non-owning groups, and so on) there are no social classes, in
the sociologists' sense of the term, in africa.

Yet it is true that the pre-industrial lines of social stratification

which were drawn largely in terns of ascribed criteria and which, in turn

determined the differential allocation of economic facilities, political

power and influence and social status among the social groups (families,
clans, age-groups, associations, etc.) which constituted society are rapidly
being rubbed off. It is also true that new lines and a new pattern of

socio-economic differentiation and stratification are emerging as a result
of the introduction of new technological and institutional basis for and

new patterns of economic production.

3
Ibid., p. 3

4
Ibid. p. 40



As I hope to be able to show in the next section where I examine

the Nigerian case, the new form of socio-economic stratification which

is engusting more and more of contemporary Africa is essentially of a

'social class' type. One can suggest three reasons why most previous

studies had failed to grasp the true form of the new stratification.

Firstly, the new stratification is exclusively an urban phenomenon and it

is exclusively in terms cf the socio-economic conditions of urban life

and urban dwellers that one can properly analyze it. Many previous studies
y.i . '[.i:

missed this point and often became confused and exasperated when they

couldn't place the distant traditional ruler, the rural diviner, or the

subsistence farmer in the scheme of stratification which they rightly

suspect to be emerging. Secondly, even though the concept of 'elite'

(with which most previous studies approached the situation) could be useful

for certain tasks (e.g. the analysis of the evolution of new political,

economic, religious and other forms cf social leadership) it cannot but

lead one to an over-simplified picture of the new socio-economic divisions

within society. Like any other dichotomy, it hardly ever tells the whole

story. Thirdly, the emergent system of stratification itself is complex

and indeterminate at its boundaries and therefore presents special diffi¬

culties to the analyst. Let me now look a bit more specifically at the

Nigerian case.

II. Modern Industrial sector and Socio-Economic Classes

in Nigeria

The Nigerian economy has experienced considerable growth since 1946

and there has been a rapid expansion of the modern industrial sector

especially in the period beginning in the late 1950's. As Table I below

shows, even though no major structural transi errstion has occurred over

the 17-year period, 1950-1966, manufacturing (and public utilities) and
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mining (including oil) have grown much since 1950 but more particularly

in the period since 1958, when these are viewed on their own.

TABLE I: NIGERIA - Sectoral Output as a share of GDP
at constant (1962) prices, selected years

N LILLEON

1950 r 1954 1957 '
'

1962 1966

Agriculture, Livestock,
Fishing & Forest products

930.0

(67 o 5)
1,115.6

(65.9)
1,130.4

(62.1) •
1,609
(61.2)

1,739.0
(54.9)

lining (including oil) 15.2
(1.1)

16.2
(0.9)

18.8

(1.1)
53.6
(2.0)

228.8
(7.2)

Manufacturing and public
utilities

7.8

(0.6)
15.8
(0.9)

26.2
(1.4)

124.2

(4.7)
166.8

(5.3)

Other 424.4

(30p8)
596.6

(34.2)
644.6:

(35.4)
843.4

(32.1)
1,031.6

(32.6)

GDP at factor cost
1 ' ./.4

(lOO.O)
1,744.2

(lOO.O)
1,820.0

(lOO.O)
. 2,630.8

(lOO.O)
3,166.2
(IO5.O)

Source: Confuted from GDP figures in the Economic Indicators, March
1970, published by the Federal Office of Statistics, Lagos.

Note: Figures in brackets are sectoral output expressed as per centage
of GDP for the year.

: Details of such figures may not add up exactly to Totals because
of rounding.

: 'Other' includes Transport and Communications, Building and
Civil Engineering, Crafts, Government and other services.

M.00 = £N0.5

Expanding urban-industrial centres

Two important effects of tlie,continuing expansion of the modern

industrial and allied sectors which are of particular relevance here are

(l) the expansion of the wage-earning and other kinds cf labour on which

activities of the modern sector chiefly depend and (2) the concentration

of such employed labour and of an ever-enlarging population of unemployed

/6



persons in a few principal towns, notably Greater Lagos, Ibadan, Abeokut

Ondo, Benin, Sapele, Enugu, Onitsha, Aba,'Port-Harcourt, Calabar, Kano,
5

Kaduna, Zaria and Jos and Ilorin .

TABLE II: NIGERIA - Population of Principal Urban-Industrial
Centres, 1952-65

Centres 1952
Population

1963

Population
Rate of
Growth

•

. 1 :

1.;; Greater Logos 328,900. 1,089,900 11.5 .

2, Ibadan 459,196 627,379 2.9

3< ' Kanò- - ■ ■ • 130,173 295,432 7.7 -

4. Abeolcuta 84,451 187,297 7.5

5. Port Hare ourt 71,é34 .179,563 8.7

6. Zaria 53,974 166,170 10.8

7.; Onitsha 76,921 163,032 7.1

8. Kaduna 38,794 ■ 149,910 13.1

: ) 9 • Enugu 62,734 138,457 7.5

10. Aba 57,787 131,003 7.7

11. Ilorin 40,994 108,546 9.2

12. Benin city 53,753 100,694 5.9

13. Jos 38,527 90,402 8.1

14. Calabar 46,705 76,418 4.5

15. Ondo 36,233 74,343 6.8

16. Sapele 33,638 CI,007 5.6

Total 1,614,444 3,639,548 7.8

Source: Mabogunje, A.L., Op. cit♦, p.47

In his monograph, Growth Poles and Growth Centres in the Regional
Development of Nigeria , United Nations Research Institute for Social
Development, Report No. 71.3, Geneva 1971, Mebogunje (A.L.) refers to
these towns as "growth centres".



These are the centres in which activities in manufacturing,

transport and communications, building and construction, craft production

as well as commercial and service activities are concentrated. Ten of

them - Lagos, Ibadan, Benin, Enugu, Port Harcourt, Calabar, Kaduna, Kano,

Jos, and Ilorin - being state capitals (Lagos is also Federal capital)

have also provided additional employment opportunities in government

services. As Table 2 above shows, these emerging urban-industrial

centres did grow rapidly in population between 1952 and 1963 as a result

of these developments. It is also significant that the figures in

Table 2 do not yet reflect the more recent and more astounding migration

into many of these centres (especially the various state capitals among
A . .* .

them) which followed the creation of the 12 states in May 19^7 and the

end of the civil war in January, 1970.

Thus, even though reliable and up-to-date data is not available,

there is no doubt that in the 1952-72 period, there has been a very

substantial increase in the proportion of Nigerians living in the urban-

industrial towns as well as in the proportion of Nigeria's total labour

force.that is committed to industrial-commercial and allied occupations

in the urban sector rather than to agricultural occupations in the

rural sector. This is the same thing as saying that a rapidly increasing

number of Nigerians are being transfered from that traditional setting

in which stratification and individual placement proceeded upon the

basis of ascribed criteria into the modern urban-industrial setting in

which a man's specialized economic position and role and the material

facilities which accrue to him in consideration thereof become the
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principal determinants of his style of life, sub-cultural identity,

political power and social status.

The New Socio-Economic Classes

Nigeria's new system of socio-economic classes is founded upon

the structure of employment and income in the urban economy a structure

which is more or less fully replicated as we move from one principal

urban-industrial town to another. The labour force of Nigeria's
'V ^11 •

..

system of urban-industrial centres consists of an almost infinite

series of overlapping occupational groupings - public administrators,

doctors, welders, taxi-drivers, general traders, and so on. But it is

also differentiated into the broader income-employment categories

shown in Figure 1 below, (i. e. A, B„ C. D) „ These categories are

sociologically significant in a number of ways, that the narrower

occupational groupings are not. Firstly,they are arranged in a hierarchy

of economic power and social status with A at the top and D at the

bottom. How much of these attributes is possessed by a given individual

depends on the category to which he belongs and on his particular loca¬

tion within it. The various levels in the hierarchy also imply diffe¬

rentials in social opportunity open to individuals within the society.

Secondly, each income-employment category identified is a more

or less distinct social system and sub-culture in the sense that

(ï) most of the important voluntary social interact!ons^of
the individual members of each category take place

6. Defined here simply as--interactions which are not obligatory for
the individual on the basis of his family and kinship ties.



within the category rather than with persons from other

categories, and

(2) each category has a style of life and possesses a more or less

distinct sub-culture which is shared by its own members and

in terms of which it differs-significantly from any of the

other categories.

Fig. 1: Socio-Economic Categories in Nigeria's Urban.Economy

Designation
Income-

Range
| Sub-
j Category

j .

Occupational.Membership
A. High-Income Above

H3,000
p.a.

| (i) Senior Civil Servants. Senior
Personnel of the Corporations.
Business Executives in the Private
(foreign) sector of the economy.
University teachers and administrators.
Independent professionals * established
on their own. Secondary School
Principals

(ii)

(iii)

Senior Officers in the Forces

Indigenous Business Leaders
- -11 'p
Middle-level Executive Officials
in the Civil Service, corporations,
etc. Superivising personnel in
industry. Graduate Secondary School
teachers.

Bo

■'

:

Medium-
Income

•

K1,200 -

M3,000
p.a,

.

j

r" - - - • *

(ii)

(iii)

Junior Officers in the Forces

Small-scale Nigerian Entrepreneurs
T 'f- "T

Co Low-Income H500 -

M1,199
P O 9.0 j

. I

j

Clerical staff. Skilled workers in
factories. Skilled construction
workers. Primary school teachers.
Ordinary ranks in the Forces.
Traders and Service workers.

D. Very-Low-
Income
(The True

Poor)

0 -

P e cl o I
•

. J
i
i

(i)

(ii)

Unskilled workers.. Street traders and
service workers. Handicraft workers.

9 ft
Unemployed workers



The economic and social distance between the categories is also

quite considerable. Nigeria has hitherto lacked a deliberate and syste¬

matic policy towards income distribution though a number of ad hoc
n

Commissions have been set up over the years to review wages and

salaries (usually in the public sector), the private sector always

taking its cue from what happens in the public sector. As Teriba

and Phillips have observed concerning these Commissions, "... in the

choice of criteria for determining the level and changes in wage rates,

the cost of living and notions of minimum living standards have always

received the most attention. Productivity, transfer earnings, non-cash

incomes, conditions of service and such other important criteria were

8
hardly ever brought to bear." The result has been an income structure

which bears little relationship to the worker's relative contribution

and which reflects even less concern for considerations of equity,
. 9rapid economic growth or social and political stability, "

There is a dearth of data on income distribution in Nigeria but

from the little related information that exists, it is clear that personal

income differentials are very substantial.

7° Hunt's Commission in 193^, Gorsuch in 195^, Mbanefo in 19591
Morgan 1963, Adebo in 1970.

8. Teriba, 0. and Phillips, 0. A.: "Income Distribution and National
Integration", Nigerian Journal of Scon. & Social Studies, 13< no.1,
(March 1971), p.79.

9o Only in 1972 did the Federal Government set up the Udochi
Commission to review the remuneration structure of all public
services in Nigeria, including the Universities. In November of
the same year, the Research Section of the Central Bank of Nigeria
began a personal income survey to cover, the 12 states in a random
sample that will include 1 per cent of tax payers earning less
than N6OO, 100 per cent of those earning between N601 and N5,000
and 5 per cent of those earning over H5,000.
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Part of such personal income differentials, of course, arises from

the fact that workers are located in different sectors (agriculture,

industry, commerce) or in different industries or simply in different

firms or from the fact that certain workers are in the public sector

while others serve private employers. Granted that nothing is done

to restrict inter-sectoral mobility of labour, whatever differentials

in personal income remain as a result of these factors can be said to

reflect the ruthless justice of the market.

But the same cannot be said of that part of the differentials

in personal income which affects all sectors and which derives from

differentials based in the workers skill or level of education.

Of course, it is .possible, in theory, to let market forces determine

what the remunerations accruing to persons with various skills and

possessing various levels of education shall be. But in practice, this

is hardly even so and the determination of what income differentials

should be allowed for educational differentials of a given order has

always been very largely a political matter.

Income differentials based on education are, of course, necessary

for incentive purposes - both to encourage people to devote time and

resources to educating themselves and their children as well as to

encourage educated persons to high productivity in their employment.

But in the Nigerian case., the differentials wnich exist at present seem

inequitable and are much wider than can be explained in terms of

ordinary supply-demand forces. One result of this inequity in the

structure of remunerations is that those few in the higher socio-economic
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categories receive a disproportionate part of the total income. This

is shown in Table 3 be row which states the share of Gross and Disposables

income which accrued to the different Taxpayer income categories in

Western Nigeria, 1966-67.

TABLE 3- Relative Percentage Income Distribution
Among Taxpayer Income Categories in
Western Nigeria, 1966-67.

1

Income Segments

Share of <

Segment in .

Taxpayers
Population

:
Share of '

Segment in
Gross
Income

Share of

Segment in
Disposable
Income

Above N3,000 0.2 5A 5.1

K1,000 - N3,000 0.9 9«9 10.2

N1,000 or Less 98.9 8^.7 8 if.7

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Compiled from Table 10 in Teriba, 0. and
Phillips, 0. A. op.cit., p.92.

Note: The Income Segments correspond very closely
to my own High-Income, Medium-Income and
Low/Very Low Income categories.

From the distribution in Table 3i we find that the average

Medium-Income family in the v/est receives an income that is about

13 times what the average Low/Very Low-Income family receives. The

average High-Income family receives an income that is at least 23 times

what the average Low/Very Low-Income family receives and about twice

that of the Medium-Income family. One othe:r thing which the distribu¬

tions in Table 3 show is that even though the nominal income tax rate

structure in Western Nigeria might look progressivej in practice, it



has not proved so, since it does virtually nothing to alter the relative

income position of the different categories of taxpayers. There is

no comparable data for other parts of the country but neither is there

any reason to believe that the income differentials are any less pro¬

nounced in such other parts.

Such pronounced income differentials have also been translated

10into cultural (style of life) differences as between the broad socio¬

economic categories identified. But then, it would be inaccurate to

regard each of the k categories identified as being culturally homo¬

geneous within itself or as possessing a sub-culture which is entirely

discontinuous with that of any other category. As is shown in Fig„1,

above, the only sharp cultural demarcation (shown by the thick

horizontal line) occurs between A and B on the one hand and C and D

on the other. There is within the high-income category some internal

differentiation with respect to the individual member's style of life.

The sub-category A (i), for instance contains high-income persons with

high level of education, usually a university degree or equivalent

qualification. Most of them have studied and lived abroad (especially
in Britain and America) and have picked up western values in terms of

which they attempt to organize their social lives and which tend to set

them apart somewhat from members of other sub-categories A (ii) and

A (iii) who belong in the same income range as themselves (in fact,

who are often much wealthier) but the vast majority of whom have only

10. Including several dimensions such as patterns of expenditure,
recreational habits, quality of food and feeding habits, size of
family, structure of intra-family relationships, socialization
practices, housing conditions, and so on.



the equivalent of the G.C.E. (O-Level) or even less. The continuous

line separating A (i) from both A (ii) and A (iii) is meant to show

this degree of cultural differentiation. And the broken line which

separates A (ii) from A (iii) is meant to show that culturally, these

two sub-categories are continuous.

Again, the style of life of the top level of the medium-income

category, B (i), is more akin to that of the high-income category

(especially to that of A (i) )„ Most members of B (i) in fact possess

a higher level of education than the generality of the members of the

higher-income sub-categories A (ii) and A (iii) and it is with respect

to A (i) alone that they practice anticipating sociaîizataón„ The

possibility of upward mobility from B (i) into A, especially into
A (i), is indicated by the arrows which cut across the demarcation

between A and B in Fig.1„ The remaining two sub-categories, B (ii)
and B (iii) are related to B (i) and to each other in the same way as

A (ii) and A (iii) are related to A (i) and to each other.

Below the thick horizontal line in Fig.1, there thrives a sub¬

culture that is far more distinct and far more homogeneous than any

hitherto considered - the subculture of poverty to which the socio¬

economic categories, C and B, belong. Very usually, these tv/o cate¬

gories between them account for as high as 80 - 90 per cent of the

urban labour force0 Those in the Low-Income category (C) are only

marginally better off than the others below the line in terms of the

level of economic security that they have and in terms of their standa:
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and conditions of living. There is some possibility of upward mobility
(into category 3) for members of category C. This is indicated by the

arrows which cut across the demarcation between B and C. Workers move

readily from D (i) to D (ii) and back again, as shown by the thick

arrows. In fact, many of the activities in D (i) amount to being

unemployed, even if such unemployment is disguised. The income of

majority of persons in category D is intermittent. This implies a

low degree of economic security and usually, in the course of any one

year, prolonged periods of relatively great material want.

In closing this section, I wish to comment on the enduring

controversy as to v/hether and which of these socio-economic categories

constitute "social classes".

The Concept of "social classes" and the Nigerian case

A good part of the discussion of social stratification in

contemporary Africa, and indeed of Nigeria has been devoted to the

question of whether the principal socio-economic categories (as they
the 'elite' and the 'masses' or the more numerous demarcators that I

have identified) could or could not be properly called "social classes".

Yet in my view, though this controversy is of some academic significance
what seems more necessary is an accurate examination of what sociologically
important socio-economic divisions do exist in the society (whether they
be called "social classes" or merely social divisions) and of their

significance for social, political and economic relations.
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I have attempted to show that the urban labour force is diffe¬

rentiated in terms of each of occupation and income and stratified

along an income-occupational lines. I have also argued that the

resulting categories constitute relatively distinct socio-cultural

systems. There is also reason to believe that the members of the

different categories which I have identified are subjectively aware

of the relative defining attributes of the particular socio-economic

division to which chey belong, of the fact that other socio-economic

r-.t^gories exist within the same society whose economic conditions and

total life-style differ from theirs and lie above or below theirs and

the individual members of which, in consequence, they evaluate as

being above or below themselves in status. To the extent that these

conditions could, I would submit that these socio-economic categories

may be properly called "social classes".

I
Some may argue thatydefine "social classes" in a way that renders

the concept almost useless for political analysis to the extent that

no attention has been paid to 'class consciousness' as an element of

class identity. My first answer would be that human life is not all

politics and that a concept could be quite useful even when it is

irrelevant to political analysis. My second answer would be that

when "class consciousness" is defined to imply near-universal recognition
oi the particular objective material conditions of one's own class in

relation to other class(es) in the society and when it attributes to

members - especially of the lower classes(es) - a theoretical



understanding of the causes of their condition as well as a preparedness

to i</ork in concert to change the social order, then it is more in the

Marxian tradition then it refers only to a relatively mature stage not

only in the proletarianization of the hitherto "middle echelons but

also in the marginalization of the working class. Even a society that

is marching inexorably towards a neater confrontation between the

have's and the havenot's is usually stratified in its earlier stages

into various orders, into what is described-in the Communist Manifesto -

as na manifold gradation of social ranks". Theoretically at least it

is the evolutionary processes of proletarianization and marginalization

that come to simplify the class antagonisms and so split the mature

capitalist society into two great hostile camps, into two great classes
- •

11directly facing each other - bourgeoisie and proletariat".

The classes identified in the Nigerian case, obviously, lack

this kind of antagonistic consciousness and the Marxian dichotomy is

not applicable here at this time though it might be sometime in the

future. Nevertheless, the inequitable inequality in income to which

we had refered earlier is beginning to condition inter-class orientations

already.. In this sense, the prediction of some that there would be

worsening of relations and conflict of interest between the

classes "only when it were demonstrated that the privileges of the

elite impeded the development of the economy, and thus retarded the

-iprise in standards of living of the masses" has been contradicted by

11. Laski, H. J.: Communist Manifesto (London. George Allen &Unwin Ltd., 194B77"pp.120-121.
12. See, for example, Lloyd, P. C., op. cit., p.57.
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events at least in the Nigerian case. The protests which are being

spearheaded by the more conscious members of the working-classes

(defined here to include an emerging cadre that cuts across the

socio-economic categoiles earlier identified in the manner shown in

Fig. 2 below) have nothing to do with the retardation of the growth

FTG. 2; The Emergent Protesting Sector
-•V, : ., Among the Lower Classes

.'!-'i J:.\i ' ' I
A

B

C

D

The Protesting
Core

of the national economy. On the contrary, it has to do with the

inequitable distribution of the facilities which result from the consider¬

able growth which the economy had recorded in recent years. It has

to do with the gaping income differentials and the resultant dis¬

parities in the material comfort of the different classes. One other

feature of the emerging conflict is that it is usually not directed

at the whole high-income group as such but at the political class,

though the less favoured classes do not totally fail to recognize the

// //
/ // /

I //
! ! f .
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affinity betv;een the political class and the remaining members of the

high-income category»

Thus, we find that as development gathered speed, the important

economic institutions in Nigeria have come to resemble more closely

those of industrialized countries» Growth of factories, large financial

institutions a chain of big shops and department stores, expanding

bureaucracies in both the public and private sectors are bound to

create an ever-enlarging wage-earning class based mainly in the urban

centres» Higherto, the process has resulted in progressive socio-economic

differentiation of the urban labour force and in inter-class income and

style-of-life differentials which are beginning to generate inter-class

rivalries. Unless the Government takes deliberate corrective steps on

the matter, further economic development (even when the policy of

indigenization is seriously executed) is most likely to result in

further concentration of wealth and economic power in the hands of a

few people in the higher classes» I should like to end with a brief

speculation on the probable implications of the kind of socio-economic

stratification and the order of differentials which I have identified

for the development of the economic and political systems.

Stratification, Differentials; Their Probable Effects on
Economic Performance and the Political System

Conventional free-enterprise price theory holds that the ordinary

interplay of supply and demand forces will bring prices of all productive

factors and marginal productivities to rest at a level corresponding



to maximum economic efficiency. One corollary of that argument, it

seems to me, is that any external interference with the price mechanism

is bound to reduce efficiency. With particular reference to the returns

to labour as a factor of production (vis-a-vis returns to capital,

land and organization), according to this reasoning, a certain distribu¬

tion of income may be morally inequitable but is normally assumed to

have little bearing on economic efficiency.

But there are many reasons to believe that excessive income

differentials in society could, over a long time, impair overall

natural economic efficiency, even when such differentials truly reflect

the relative worth of the various categories of labour as determined by

their market situation. Nigeria is already having the results of the

high level of disincentive which is built into an inequitable remuneration

structure. Labour protests are on the increase and these have their

costs. Even when there is no open protest, the cost implications of

a low level of motivation becoming a regular attribute of the lower

echelons of the national labour force could be enormous. Also, it has

been argued, that given a sufficiently large population, economic growth
would depend not only on capital formation and technological progress,

but also on growing income equality, that is, that industrialization

requires grov/ing income or consumption equality. This is because high

income/consumption inequality tends to lower the marginal efficiency
of capital in mass-production (mass market) industries and to retard
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13investment « Finally, as is made clear in Ridker's lucid formulation

1^of the relationships between discontent and economic growth, what a

person wants (wealth, security, power, prestige, and the like) and

what he has, and where this distance is great for most members the

level of economic dissatisfaction and discontent in the society will

be high. This, of course, will adversely affect productivity as well as

future national economic performance. It may also give rise to serious

political instability, again, with harmful effects upon economic

performance and material integration.

13o For a fuller discussion along this line, see Strassman, W. P.
"Economic Growth and Income Distribution", Quarterly Journal
of Economics, 70, no.3, (Aug. 1956), pp.**25-440.

14. Ridker, R. G.: "Discontent and Economic Growth", Economic
Development and Cultural Change, 11, no.1, (Oct. 1962),
pp.1-15»




